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SUPPLEMENTAL METHODS 

Alternative Forms of the Algorithm 

To explore another continuous function that would behave similar to the SoftMax function, 

I also tested a power function, 𝐼𝑧𝑖
𝛼 , where each 𝐼𝑧𝑖 is raised to the power of α before minimum 

subtraction and renormalization. Like an exponential, a power function will have a similar effect 

of pushing the intensity into fewer charge states. Although the effect of the power function was 

similar to the exponential, it was less robust and sometimes produced additional artifacts, so it was 

not explored further.  

Several alternative implementations of the SoftMax function were considered. Each used 

the same exponential function but changed the normalization. The final approach described in the 

main text normalizes each column of the m/z vs. charge matrix separately, which pushes each data 

point to be assigned primarily to one charge state. I also tested normalizing the entire m/z vs. charge 

matrix at once where the denominator on all points was the sum of the exponential of every point 

in the matrix. This approach minimized the total number of features on the matrix. However, 

normalization across the whole matrix was not as robust as other approaches, and it tended to 

eliminate low abundance peaks.  

A hybrid of these two approaches is to normalize to a narrower window defined by the 

peak width, which pushes each peak (rather than each data point) to be assigned to one charge 

state. Here, the exponential is applied to the matrix, and the matrix is summed across all charge 

states to create a list of m/z vs. total exponential intensities. The total intensities are convolved 

with the peak shape, and each data point is normalized based on the convolved list. This approach 

was effective for many spectra and was sometimes superior to normalizing each data point 

separately. However, it was slightly less robust overall and did not work for some spectra. In 



UniDec Version 4.0, I have left it available as an option, and it can be activated by using a negative 

β value as a flag. Negative β values are theoretically allowed under any of these implementations, 

but a negative β pushes each peak to be assigned to more charge states, which created more 

artifacts. Thus, I elected to use negative β values for as a flag for peak width normalization, and 

the negative is otherwise ignored. 

    

Mass Spectrometry  

Bovine serum albumin (BSA) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich, dissolved in 0.2 M 

ammonium acetate solution (Sigma Aldrich), and purified using a Superose 6 Increase 10/300 (GE 

Healthcare) size exclusion column equilibrated in 0.2 M ammonium acetate. It was analyzed by 

nano-electrospray ionization on a Q-Exactive HF (Thermo Fisher Scientific) equipped with the 

Ultra-High Mass Range (UHMR) modifications using parameters previously described [1]. All 

other spectra were reanalyzed from previously published work, and their sources have been cited. 

Experimental methods for each can be found in their original papers.  

 

UniDec Data Analysis 

 The m/z range for BSA was set to 3,685 to 5,500 to remove the small signal from the BSA 

dimer. The charge range was set from 10 to 30, and the mass range was set from 40 to 140 kDa. 

For the well-resolved BSA, the charge smooth width was set to 1, and the point smooth width was 

set to 0. β was set to either 0 or 500, and the results were the same between the two. To simulate a 

poorly resolved spectrum, the Gaussian smoothing was set to 100, which convolves the data with 

a broad Gaussian function. The point smooth width was set to 10 (a quick control setting of 

“Lots”). Using a point smooth width of 0 or 1 did not influence the deconvolution when β = 0, but 



it caused some random noisy artifacts with β = 500. With β = 0, the automatic peak width was 

used, which fit the peak width to a Gaussian with a full width at half max (FWHM) of 82.97 m/z. 

Removing the peak width deconvolution caused stronger satellite and harmonic artifacts. With β 

= 500 (a quick control setting of “Lots”), the peak FWHM was set to 0. Adding the peak width 

deconvolution when β = 500 caused some minor satellite artifacts to remain. Although the 

remaining artifacts could be removed by setting β = 5,000, the settings were adjusted to keep β = 

500 constant across all spectra. 

 AqpZ with bound POPC at 100 V CID [2] was background subtracted with a curved 

background setting of 100. The charge range was set from 8 to 20, and the mass range as set from 

75 to 125 kDa. The automatic peak width setting was used, which fit the peak width to a split 

Gaussian/Lorentzian with a FWHM of 14.55 m/z. The charge smooth width was 1, and the point 

smooth width was 10. A point smooth width of 1 was also effective, but some minor artifacts 

remained. β was set to 500 except for the control deconvolution, which was set to 0. 

 HSP17.7 dodecamer with a mixture of heavy and light subunits [2] was background 

subtracted with a curved background setting of 100. To smooth the raw data, every 10 data points 

were summed together, and a Gaussian smooth of 10 was applied. The charge range was set from 

25 to 40, and the mass range was fixed from 190 to 250 kDa. The automatic peak width setting 

was used, which fit the peak width to a split Gaussian/Lorentzian with a FWHM of 9.34 m/z. The 

charge smooth width was set to 1. The point smooth width was set to 1 data point (a quick control 

setting of “Some”). A point smooth width of 10 data points gave similar results, but it broadened 

the peaks somewhat. β was set to 500 except for the control deconvolution, which was set to 0. 

 The spectrum of POPC nanodiscs with a 1:1 mixture of MSP1D1(-) and MSP1D1T2(-) at 

60 V CID [3] was background subtracted with a curved background setting of 100. The charge 



range was 10 to 45, and the mass range was fixed from 100 to 350 kDa. The automatic peak width 

setting was used, which fit the peak width to a Gaussian function with a FWHM of 4.09 m/z. The 

point smooth width was set to 1 data point. Setting the point smooth width to 10 caused harmonic 

artifacts to overwhelm the spectra, likely because the peaks were very sharp. The charge smooth 

was set to -1, and the mass smooth was set to -2 with the mass difference equal to the mass of 

POPC, 760 Da. The minus flags on the charge and mass smooths set the form of the charge and 

mass smoothing filter to be a Gaussian filter with sigma values of 1 and 2 respectively. Setting the 

mass smooth width to -1 resulted in some harmonic artifacts remaining. The standard log mean 

filter (a positive value for each) was used for the spectra above and worked well with β = 50 (a 

setting of “Some” artifact suppression) but showed too much artifact suppression for β = 500 that 

did not capture the appropriate overlap between peaks. The Gaussian filter worked for β = 500, so 

I decided to keep the β value constant across all examples and adjust the filter type. The control 

deconvolution was collected with the same settings but β = 0.  

 

 

  



SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES 

 

 

Figure S1: The native mass spectrum and deconvolution of AqpZ with bound POPC using 

different values of β. Panels (a), (b), and (e) are the same as Figure 2a–c. Panels (c), (d), and (f) 

use the same deconvolution parameters except with β = 5, 50, and 5,000, respectively. Little 

change is observed from β = 0 to β = 5. A noticeable improvement is seen with β = 50, but residual 

artifacts remain. β = 5,000 shows a nearly perfect deconvolution, removing even the few very 

small artifacts still observed with β = 500.  



 

Figure S2. Screenshot of UniDec 4.0.0 GUI including the new Quick Controls and SoftMax 

features. The conventional UniDec Parameters tab sets the charge range, mass range, and data 

point spacing for the zero-charge mass distribution. Under Quick Controls, selecting “Smooth 

Charge States Distribution” sets the “Charge Smooth Width” to 1 in the Additional Deconvolution 

Parameters tab. Selecting “Automatic Peak Width” will automatically set the “Peak FWHM” and 



“Peak Shape Function” based on automatic fitting of the most intense peak in the spectrum. Setting 

“Smooth Nearby Points” will set the “Point Smooth Width” to 0 for “None”, 1 for “Some”, and 

10 for “Lots”. Setting “Suppress Artifacts” will set the “Beta” to 0 for “None”, 50 for “Some”, and 

500 for “Lots”. Finally, selecting the “Mass Differences” check box will set the “Mass Smooth 

Width” to 1. 
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